NEW POSSIBILITIES BEGIN WITH NEXT GENERATION PRIMAL PICTURES

Best-in-class content, partnership and service

Use this consistently updated snapshot of planned, in-development and behind-the-scenes enhancements to improve user experience and exceed expectations.
Primal Pictures Enhancement Roadmap
BEST-IN-CLASS CONTENT, PARTNERSHIP AND SERVICE

Optimize every aspect of your medical teaching and deliver enhanced student outcomes with Primal's Education Solutions. Each of our solutions is customized to your workflow and combines quality, impactful content with an interface that supports mobile, always-on access and robust search, assessment and image-saving features.

Recent updates

- **Embeddable Viewer:** Our Embeddable viewer makes it easy to integrate Primal’s leading interactive anatomy content into websites, learning management systems, virtual learning environments and other online resources. Maximize engagement with 3D content displayed in its original dynamic format in your own platform.

Upcoming Q4 releases

- **Disease and Conditions:** A single source for clear and consistent normal to disease-state anatomy content. This package supports problem-based learning by identifying and defining causes, symptoms and treatments, enabling instructors to present examples that students can relate back to their knowledge of anatomy.

- **Primal VR:** Primal Virtual Reality Anatomy delivers a fully immersive VR environment allowing educators to elevate the teaching of anatomy far above any textbook.

- **Augmented Reality:** Now you can explore Primal’s anatomy in real-world environments, with 3D Real-time’s new AR feature – a stunning new way to interact with and learn about human anatomy.

- **Next Generation Anatomy.tv with Smart Search:** Anatomy.tv’s breakthrough Smart Search feature makes it fast and efficient to search simultaneously across the Primal portfolio with precise curated results. Our intuitive modern design and streamlined search experience enable rich anatomy content discovery with minimal user training and support.

- **PALMs:** Primal Pictures’ Anatomy PALMs is the ground-breaking interactive online study and assessment tool that’s always available on laptop or mobile device 24/7. Students will enjoy the game-like interface that delivers a unique and engaging learning experience every time. Educators will appreciate the insights provided by the flexible and easy-to-use assessment tool.

- **Smartphone Optimization:** Fully-optimized smartphone experience enabling usage on-the-go, on any device.

- **Photogrammetry:** Real cadaveric prossections that can be manipulated, examined and explored in a real-time digital environment.

Make the most of our market-leading consultation service to maximize your investment

- **Dedicated Client Service:** Client onboarding, user orientation, ongoing training and user communication tool.
- **Ongoing user training** through regularly scheduled live user webinars, ‘how-to’ tutorials and other resources.
- **Expanded client communication tools** and resource center.